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Within the postwar financial regulatory system, state-level
regulations—particularly interest rate limits—constrained the
profitability of bank credit card plans. But differences in law
among the states allowed motivated institutions to circumvent
local laws using thesemobile financial instruments. Eventually,
banks themselves became mobile, placing irresistible pressure
on states to eliminate local restrictions on consumer finance.
The critical moment came when Citibank relocated its credit
card business to Sioux Falls, South Dakota, in 1981. By examin-
ing this move in its longer context, this essay provides a new
perspective on the rise of consumer finance in the late twentieth
century, one that emphasizes strategic manipulation of local
law by firms pursuing a national customer base.

In June 1981, South Dakota Governor William “Wild Bill” Janklow and
Citibank Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Walter Wriston joined with

local dignitaries to celebrate “Citibank Day” in Sioux Falls, the site of
Citi’s newly opened subsidiary bank. Citi had good reason to come to
South Dakota. Unlike other states, South Dakota did not restrict the
amount of interest financial institutions could charge on consumer
credit accounts, and through its nationwide credit card network, Citi
planned to export those rates to its cardholders across the country. This
was a radical change. In the United States, banks like Citi had long been
confined to local markets by a mix of federal and state law, and this cap-
tivity diminished opportunities to reshape regulatory policies in their
favor. The policy at the center of this essay, state interest rate restric-
tions—or usury limits, as they are known—had constrained banks’
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opportunities to compete for and profit from small consumer loans like
those made through credit cards. Citi worked relentlessly to remake that
system, and it capitalized on the mobility of credit cards, and then on its
own mobility, to gain new power over the regulatory process. As other
banks followed, state-level financial regulation and consumer protection
became subject to the politics of local job creation and economic develop-
ment. States, which had been a critical component of the postwar regula-
tory system, instead became “on-shore” financial havens where banks
connected far-flung consumers directly with volatile capital markets.
Credit card debt, once checked by usury limits, spiraled out of control.

Recently, scholars have examined the political foundations of the
growth of the financial services industry—sometimes called financializa-
tion—in terms of market size and profits, emphasizing the consequences
of federal regulation since the New Deal and federal deregulation begin-
ning in the 1970s. This essay, however, is concerned with state-level
regulatory and political strategies. A new, decentered picture of financial-
ization emerges when we examine how American businessmen and pol-
iticians sought to reconcile, and later exploit, the contradictions of a
regulatory system ordered by state boundaries and new mobile financial
instruments that could move beyond them. By examining the causes and
consequences of Citibank’s relocation of its card business to South
Dakota, this essay demonstrates that individual states were critical sites
where banks worked strategically to remake the financial system in the
late twentieth century.1

To tell this story, this essay will begin by describing the postwar bank
regulatory regime andCitibank’s placewithin it. Here, bankswere confined

1My argument contrasts with works that emphasize the ways ideas reshaped federal regu-
latory policy; see Martha Derthick and Paul Quirk, The Politics of Deregulation (Washington,
D.C., 1985); and Greta Krippner, Capitalizing on Crisis: The Political Origins of the Rise of
Finance (Cambridge, Mass., 2011). For recent studies of the political origins of expanding con-
sumer finance in the United States, see Louis Hyman, Debtor Nation: The History of America
in Red Ink (Princeton, 2011); Krippner, Capitalizing on Crisis; and Özgür Orhangazi,
Financialization and the U.S. Economy (Cheltenham, U.K., 2008). For the politics of state-
level economic development, see Elizabeth Shermer, Sunbelt Capitalism: Phoenix and the
Transformation of American Politics (Philadelphia, 2013). Related regulatory competition
or so-called “race to the bottom” literature emphasizes internal state outcomes, whereas
here, building on the work of sociologists, I focus on the projection of local regulation
outward. For the former, see Claudio Radaelli, “The Puzzle of Regulatory Competition,”
Journal of Public Policy 24 (Jan. 2004): 1–23; and Daniel Rodriguez, “Turning Federalism
Inside Out: Intrastate Aspects of Interstate Regulatory Competition,” Yale Law & Policy
Review 14 (Jan. 1996): 149–76; for the latter, see Saskia Sassen, Territory, Authority,
Rights: From Medieval to Global Assemblages (Princeton, 2006); and Manuel Castells, The
Informational City: Information Technology, Economic Restructuring, and the Urban-
Regional Process (New York, 1989). Mobile financial instruments challenged regulators
earlier, but not with the consequences documented here; see Anne Fleming, “The Borrower’s
Tale: A History of Poor Debtors in Lochner Era New York City,” Law and History Review 30
(Nov. 2012): 1053–98.
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within states and their credit card plans were primarily local products—
and remained so even as payment networks like BankAmericard (Visa)
and Master Charge (MasterCard) linked bank card programs across the
country. The pricing and profitability of these bank card plans were
shaped by the laws of the states where they were located, but when cards
crossed state lines beginning in the late 1960s, conflicting laws created
problems for consumers, banks, and state officials. We will look first to
the Midwest, where these conflicts culminated in a Supreme Court case,
Marquette, that allowed banks to export the interest rates allowed in
their home states into those with more restrictive laws. Marquette would
be important for Citibank, but only after the bank built a nationwide
credit card network to break out of the geographic limitations of the
postwar banking regime. This effort foundered on New York’s strict
usury limit and Citibank’s rising cost of funds, which finally pushed Citi
to pursue regulatory innovation in South Dakota. There it created, with
its South Dakota partners, a new regulatory system that supported state-
based efforts to extract profits from a national consumer base.

Citibank’s relocation—and the changes the move created in the na-
tional banking system—matter not only to historians of the postwar
United States, but also to legal scholars and social scientists. The
bank’s manipulation of regulatory geography offers to legal scholars an
example of federalism as a legal instrument in the hands of motivated
actors, rather than merely a system of competing and overlapping sover-
eignties. For social scientists—especially economic sociologists, political
scientists, and new institutional economists—this essay clarifies postwar
consumer debt accumulation as not just a cultural phenomenon, but one
driven by political and economic choices that in turn motivated the
design of political and economic institutions. Indeed, one cannot under-
stand the rise of a state-based, nationwide credit card system without
paying close attention to the structure, design, and manipulation of
such institutions.2 This essay provides such an account.

Citibank and the Postwar Bank Regulatory System

Bank credit cards came of age within a regulatory system composed
of federal and state law and committed to protecting banks from their

2 For overviews of these broad and deep literatures, see Fred Block and Peter Evans, “The
State and the Economy,” and Laura B. Edelman and Robin Stryker, “A Sociological Approach
to Law and the Economy,” in The Handbook of Economic Sociology, ed. Neil Smelser and
Richard Swedberg, 2nd ed. (Princeton, 2010), 505–26, 527–51; Caleb Nelson, “Preemption,”
Virginia Law Review 86 (Mar. 2000): 225–305; Donncha Marron, Consumer Credit in the
United States: A Sociological Perspective from the Nineteenth Century to the Present
(New York, 2009); and Gunnar Trumbull, Consumer Lending in France and America
(New York, 2014).
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own sometimes destructive tendencies. The federal story is well known:
The Great Depression revealed the fundamental instability of the U.S. fi-
nancial system and New Deal policymakers put bank stability at the top
of their agenda, backstopping deposit institutions with federal insurance
and limiting destructive competition between financial firms. The New
Deal Banking Acts compartmentalized financial service providers into
specific fields—investment banking, insurance, consumer finance, busi-
ness lending—and further curtailed competition by fixing maximum
deposit interest rates through Regulation Q. National policy, in the
broadest strokes, ended there, but the postwar financial regulatory
system was federalist, not merely federal. Where Regulation Q limited
price competition for deposits, state usury limits, which applied to
both state and national banks, curtailed price competition for loans.
The federal ban on interstate branching was augmented by state intra-
state branching restrictions that limited bank size and, as a byproduct,
created a constituency of over 14,500 independent banks that fought
for stability at the state level. When large banks sought to use holding
companies to circumvent the federal ban on interstate branching, Con-
gress gave states authority to control the conditions of this expansion
within their boundaries through the Bank Holding Company Act
(1956). Members of Congress knew, or thought they knew, that states
would halt any expansion to protect their local banks.3

This federalist system of bank regulation provided a golden age of
financial stability, but by the mid-1960s, change was on the horizon. In
many ways Citibank’s experience was typical of how these changes af-
fected large banks. Like its peer institutions, in the early postwar years
Citi primarily relied on the non-interest-bearing deposits of businesses
for the funds that the bank in turn lent back to other businesses. By
the 1960s, the profits of Citi’s largest corporate customers were declin-
ing, and many firms looked to earn more on their cash assets and pay
less for their loans—goals they could increasingly accomplish through fi-
nancial markets. For Citi to retain its deposits, it too needed to bid for
funds in these markets, which increased the bank’s costs and squeezed
its profits. To counter this squeeze, Citibank and many of its peers
pursued aggressive balance sheet expansion. One avenue was the bur-
geoning consumer loan market. Yet while Citi’s corporate clients
shopped for loans nationally, consumers borrowed where they lived,

3Martin Wolfson, Financial Crises: Understanding the Postwar U.S. Experience, 2nd ed.
(New York, 1994), 219–21; Charles Calomiris and Stephen Haber, Fragile by Design: The Po-
litical Origins of Banking Crises and Scarce Credit (Princeton, 2014), 189–95; Bank Holding
Company Act of 1956: Hearings on H.R. 7927, Amendments to S. 2557, Before the Comm. on
Banking and Currency, Executive Session, 84th Cong. 19 (1956) (statement of Sen. A. Willis
Robertson).
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and Citibank was geographically confined by state and federal law to
New York City and its surrounding counties.4

Internationally, though, the regulatory situation was different, and
Citibank’s overseas division became a source of profits and ideas for
the firm’s executives. By 1970 the bank boasted over two hundred inter-
national branches, initially structured around serving multinational cor-
porations, but through which Citi also pursued consumer-oriented
financial services without the geographic and competitive restrictions
it faced domestically. Through these businesses, the bank’s overseas divi-
sion became a profit center and a proving ground for young executives.
Walter Wriston and John Reed, both strong advocates of the domestic
consumer market who would successively head the company, came up
through this division. Abroad, Citi also tapped vast reserves of virtually
unregulated capital, whether the dollar holdings of European banks or
the surplus wealth born of the 1970s oil crisis. Citibank famously “recy-
cled” this capital into Third World development, but Citi executives also
channeled it into the U.S. market. The lack of international regulation
opened new domestic opportunities just as the profit squeeze forced
Citi’s executives to find new avenues for growth. Credit cards, these ex-
ecutives hoped, might provide a way to sell consumer credit beyond
New York.5

State Regulation and Bank Card Profitability

The credit card market to which Citi executives looked had emerged
within the local financial economies created by federal and state branch-
ing restrictions. The card programs developed by bankers in the 1950s
and 1960s were meant to serve existing markets, enabling bankers to
sell their lending expertise to local retailers. These small firms could
not afford the credit card technology then employed by major depart-
ment stores, gasoline companies, and other large consumer-oriented
firms. Bank cards were a business service first; only later did bankers
come to see direct consumer lending as a critical component of bank
card profits. Even then they tended to view cards primarily as a way to
initiate relationships with consumers, to whom they could then sell
additional banking services such as checking accounts or personal
loans—services that relied on a bank’s brick-and-mortar location and
personal interactions between bank employees and customers.6

4Wolfson, Financial Crises, 212–32; Harold Cleveland and Thomas Huertas, Citibank,
1812–1970 (Cambridge, Mass., 1985), 276.

5 Cleveland and Huertas, Citibank, 260–65, 325; Philip Zweig, Wriston: Walter Wriston,
Citibank, and the Rise and Fall of American Financial Supremacy (New York, 1995), 185–90.

6 Frederic Vesperman, The History of Charge Account Banking (St. Louis, 1968).
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The bank card market remained localized even as, after 1966, Bank-
Americard and Master Charge began licensing their card products to
banks across the country. By working through local banks that would
sign up merchants and issue cards to consumers in their region, these
card payment systems combined the community relationships of their
participant banks into national card networks. This arrangement was
specific to the U.S. banking system; Barclays Bank in England, which
also partnered with BankAmericard in 1966, marketed its Barclaycards
through its nationwide branch network, covering all of England as U.S.
banks could only do, at best, within their states. Still, despite geographic
restrictions, card plans grew quickly. From September 1967 to December
1969, the number of banks issuing credit cards expanded from 197 to
1,207. During the early 1970s, outstanding credit card balances held by
national banks grew 20 percent per year, and by 1976, BankAmericard
and Master Charge together accounted for 69 million cardholders.7

Even with these successes, profitability remained elusive for many
bank card issuers. The card business “can be profitable if it’s well run,”
confided Bankers Trust Company executive A. Ray Einsel, “but that’s
not as easy as it appears.” Credit cards carried much higher administra-
tive costs than did traditional installment lending. Processing card trans-
actions involved complex paperwork and billing procedures, especially
because banks needed to be in constant contact with participating mer-
chants and other banks, either by telephone or by mail. Computers could
speed these processes and drive down costs, but were themselves signifi-
cant investments. Cards were also more susceptible to default and fraud.
Most importantly, state usury ceilings often capped the rates bankers
could assess their card-carrying customers, usually at 18 percent
annually.8

Through the 1970s state usury limits served as a structural check on
consumer debt accumulation by making cards effective only as tools for
short-term credit. Bank profits reside in the space between the rate banks
charge borrowers and the rate they pay depositors and money markets,
minus administrative costs and loan losses. Because credit card costs

7 “Credit Cards—The Barclaycard,”memorandum, 10 Jan. 1966, file 415–488, Barclaycard,
1966–1989, Barclays GroupArchives,Manchester, U.K.; AndrewBrimmer, “Statement to Con-
gress,” Federal Reserve Bulletin 56 (June 1970): 499; U.S. Department of the Treasury, Comp-
troller of the Currency, “Outstanding Balances, Credit Cards and Related Plans,” Annual
Report of the Comptroller of the Currency (Washington, D.C., 1970–1980); “Everything Up
but Delinquencies,” Banking, Aug. 1976, 50.

8 A. Ray Einsel, quoted in Robert Bennett, “Citibank’s Credit Card Blitz: Citibank Pushes
Nationwide Credit,” New York Times, 23 July 1978. Rigid usury limits were unique to the
United States, at least vis-à-vis Western Europe. Great Britain, Department of Trade and In-
dustry, Consumer Credit: Report of the Committee (London, 1971), 1:274–77; Trumbull, Con-
sumer Lending, 158–66.
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and losses were high, banks needed to assess high interest to make cards
profitable. With a fixed usury ceiling in place, however, if a bank’s costs
rose too much, it would lose money on every credit card transaction its
customers made. At the same time, card-issuing banks could not
simply stop lending; by putting cards in the hands of consumers,
banks created the expectation of perpetual credit availability, and con-
straining credit—by reducing credit limits or withdrawing cards alto-
gether—was a guaranteed way to lose market share. To offset this
interest rate risk, banks kept repayment periods short, structuring
minimum monthly payments to ensure that consumers did not carry
debts over extended periods of time. The usury laws that created this
structure were not dusty holdovers from the nineteenth century;
rather, throughout the postwar era, consumer and labor groups fought
to keep usury restrictions in place as part of a high-wage, fair-price
agenda that recognized the cost of credit—credit that Americans had
long embraced—as a critical component of the cost of living.9

Where permissible, banks also charged service fees, which provided
additional income when interest alone could not cover the costs of ex-
tending card-based credit. For instance, Marquette National Bank in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, began issuing cards in 1968, but bank execu-
tives quickly determined that the card program could not become prof-
itable under the state’s 12 percent interest-rate ceiling. Marquette began
charging cardholders a ten-dollar annual fee. When the fee went into
effect, the bank lost 40 percent of its cardholders, but its card program
began to turn a profit.10

WhileMinnesota allowed such practices, New York did not. Citibank
had begun its card program in 1967, distributing cards in and around
New York City, and had joined the Master Charge system in 1968.
New York State allowed Citibank to charge its cardholders between 12
and 18 percent, depending on the cardholder’s outstanding balance,
but by the early 1970s, bank executives found that many of the bank’s
customers were paying off their balances eachmonth and thus not incur-
ring any interest charges. Because Citi paid its participating merchants
before these convenience users paid the bank, Citi was incurring costs
on these transactions without any offsetting income from card users.

9On interest rate risk, see Henry Kaufman, Interest Rates, the Markets, and the New Fi-
nancial World (New York, 1986), 21; for Citi’s policy in particular, see David Leinsdorf and
Donald Etra, Citibank: Ralph Nader’s Study Group Report on First National City Bank
(New York, 1973), 26–27; for politics of usury, see Trumbull, Consumer Lending, 146–58;
for Americans’ long use of credit, see Lendol Calder, Financing the American Dream: A Cul-
tural History of Consumer Credit (Princeton, 2001); and for cost-of-living concerns, see Meg
Jacobs, Pocketbook Politics: Economic Citizenship in Twentieth Century America (Princeton,
2007).

10 “Banks Edging Toward Card Service Charges,” Banking, Aug. 1976, 58.
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In early 1976 the bank decided to charge convenience users a fifty-cent
monthly service fee. “We feel that this small fee is well within reason,”
noted a Citibank spokesman, adding, “This revision is necessary to
offset our rising costs and to improve our level of customer service.”11

Although the fee seemed sensible to the bank, “well within reason”
proved to be a matter of perspective. As one Citibank chronicler
recalls, “Angry cardholders stormed into branches and threw their
cards in the tellers’ faces, forcing Citibank to take special security mea-
sures.” Such customer anger was understandable. These cardholders
felt that by paying their bills every month they were being responsible
credit card users—they were not succumbing to temptation; they were
not going into debt; they were not spending extravagantly. It hardly oc-
curred to them that the convenience of their cards came with a cost, that
in fact they were committing the most intolerable act of all: they weren’t
making the bank any money. In any event, the fee did not last. As the
result of a class action brought by three Citi cardholders, District Court
Justice Andrew DiPaola ruled such service charges illegal and ordered
Citibank to repay all collected fees. Though embarrassing for the bank,
the real consequences of DiPaola’s ruling would only be felt later on.12

Fisher and Marquette: Usury Goes to Court

When cards stayed within states, state usury laws constrained credit
card profitability but did not impact the landscape of bank competition,
since banks within the same state were subject to the same interest rate
rules. Bank cards, though, were mobile, and when they began crossing
state lines they created new challenges for states and banks, especially
when the laws of one state allowed significantly higher rates than did
those of its neighbors. Banks began marketing cards across state
borders in the late 1960s, and states initially sought to shield their con-
sumers and local financial institutions from out-of-state card issuers.
These efforts played out most vigorously in the Midwest and culminated
in a 1978 Supreme Court ruling known as Marquette. Marquette would
serve as an important legal precedent for Citibank, but the case and its
antecedents also provide a useful window into the ways consumers,

11 Christine Zumello, “The ‘Everything Card’ and Consumer Credit in the United States in
the 1960s,” Business History Review 85 (Autumn 2011): 551–75; Will Lissner, “Citibank
Imposes Credit Card Fee,” New York Times, 13 Apr. 1976; John Reed, quoted in James
White, “Consumers Are Charging through a Credit-Card Blizzard,” Chicago Tribune, 22 Jan.
1978.

12 Zweig, Wriston, 550–51; Roy Silver, “Citibank’s Card Fee Ruled Illegal,” New York
Times, 14 June 1978.
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banks, and state actors strategically mobilized conflicting visions of local
regulation in a new age of mobile financial instruments.

The trouble began in February 1969, when Iowa resident Fred Fisher
received a BankAmericard from the First National Bank of Omaha (First
of Omaha) that neither he nor his wife had requested. Unconcerned, the
Fishers proceeded to use their new card, along with a similar one sent
from the First National Bank of Chicago (First of Chicago), “from time
to time to make credit purchases frommember merchants.” Initially sat-
isfied, the Fishers soon discovered that both banks were charging them
higher interest rates than allowed under Iowa’s usury laws. First of
Omaha and First of Chicago were exporting the higher rates permitted
in their home states into Iowa.13

Fisher brought suit separately against both banks in federal court in
Iowa, claiming violation of Iowa’s usury laws. In both cases, the court
dismissed Fisher’s suit for improper venue, forcing Fisher to carry his
grievance from his home in Iowa to the banks’ home states. At these
sites, too, Fisher claimed that First of Omaha and First of Chicago
were shipping usurious rates into Iowa, and again he met with frustra-
tion. The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois,
Eastern Division, ruled that Illinois law held sway over all loans made
by First of Chicago, “whether such loans are made in Illinois or else-
where.” Fisher, though, was persistent, and he traveled farther still,
finally reaching the federal courts of appeals, the seventh and eighth cir-
cuits, respectively, which had jurisdiction over Illinois and Nebraska. Yet
again, both courts ruled in favor of the defendant banks, and since the
Supreme Court did not grant a writ of certiorari—denying Fisher the op-
portunity to carry his case to Washington—Fred Fisher was forced to go
home.14

Though Fisher’s journey ended there, the interest rate exportation
issue did not. With the Fisher cases still pending, First of Omaha
looked to extend its BankAmericard territory into nearby Minnesota,
creating a subsidiary, First of Omaha Service Corporation (Omaha
Service), to enlist customers andmerchants in the state. As in Iowa,Min-
nesota usury ceilings were lower than those in Nebraska, but in Minne-
sota, banks were allowed to assess card users an annual fee to help make
their bank card plans profitable. TheMarquette National Bank ofMinne-
apolis (Marquette), which had lost 40 percent of its cardholders when it
instituted its fee, was naturally concerned that Nebraska’s more permis-
sive usury laws gave First of Omaha an unfair pricing advantage over its

13 Fisher v. First National Bank of Omaha, 548 F.2d 255, 256 (8th Cir. 1977); Fisher v. First
National Bank of Chicago, 538 F.2d 1284, 1284 (7th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 97 S.Ct. 786 (1977).

14 Fisher v. First National Bank of Omaha, 338 F. Supp. 525 (S.D. Iowa 1972); Fisher, 548
F.2d, 253; Fisher, 538 F.2d, 1284.
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own BankAmericard program.Marquette, in league with the state’s AFL-
CIO chapter, first sought a political solution, urging the legislature to
pass interest rate restrictions specifically aimed at bank credit cards.
When the legislation went into effect, Marquette filed suit, claiming
that First of Omaha’s card program did not comply with the newMinne-
sota law. The case was first filed in federal court, but when the Fisher
rulings came down, Marquette’s lawyers changed course. They
dropped their suit against First of Omaha, choosing to sue only the sub-
sidiary, Omaha Service, a procedural strategy that brought the issue
instead into Minnesota state court, asking that the case be assessed as
a state, not federal, issue.15

Initially, this was a winning strategy, and a lower court permanently
enjoined Omaha Service from issuing credit cards in Minnesota. In
effect, this also barred First of Omaha, making the Nebraska bank a de
facto defendant. On appeal, the majority of the Minnesota Supreme
Court argued that a “bank engaged in the interstate business of credit
card financing should not be able to avoid the provisions of Minnesota
law.”But they could not countenance the procedural prestidigitation em-
ployed by Marquette’s attorneys. While the majority reluctantly con-
curred with the Fisher rulings that First of Omaha was subject to
Nebraska law, Justice George M. Scott issued a strong dissenting
opinion. “Should a simple credit card transaction between a local
citizen and a local merchant be construed as a bank loan by the Nebraska
bank to a Minnesota citizen, as Fisher proclaims without question?”
Scott demanded. He added firmly, “Minnesota should reject such an ex-
tension as a misinterpretation of the National Bank Act and exercise its
own judgment.” It should, according to Scott, retain its public policy pre-
rogative over in-state interest rates.16

The tone of the Minnesota Supreme Court’s ruling and the seeming
willingness of a state court to challenge Fisher under the right procedural
circumstances—First of Omaha would lose a similar case in Iowa’s
Supreme Court in August 1978—prompted the United States Supreme
Court to hear Marquette in October 1978. By taking the case, the court
chose to grapple with the challenges that mobile credit cards posed to
a regulatory system built on immobile state boundaries. Fittingly, the
key legal question in the case pertained to the meaning of the word
“located” as written in section 85 of the National Bank Act of 1864,

15 Brief of the Minnesota AFL-CIO, as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioner Minnesota, at
5, Marquette National Bank of Minneapolis v. First of Omaha Service Corp., 439 U.S. 299
(1978) (Nos. 77–1265, 77–1258), 1978 WL 223582; Minn. Stat. §48.185 (1976); Marquette,
439 U.S., at 304; Marquette National Bank of Minneapolis v. First of Omaha Service Corp.,
262 N.W.2d 358 (1977), at 366n2.

16Marquette, 262 N.W.2d, at 365.
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which mandated that a national bank assess interest based on the laws of
the state in which it is “located.” Was, the court contemplated, First of
Omaha’s BankAmericard program “located” at a physical site in some
state, and if so, where was it?17

When the law was written, this would have been self-evident: in
1864, a bank had a concrete location. Credit cards complicated this ques-
tion; the program could have been “located” in Minnesota, where a Min-
nesota citizen would employ a First of Omaha credit card to purchase
goods from a Minnesota merchant, as Judge Scott’s dissent in the ante-
cedent case suggested, and therefore be subject to Minnesota’s usury
laws. Several justices appear to have initially agreed with this interpreta-
tion. In May 1978, Justice Harry Blackmun wrote that the Fisher ruling
distorted the National Bank Act’s “original purpose of preventing dis-
crimination against national banks,” instead making the law “a sword
for discrimination in favor of out-of-state national banks.” Former U.S.
Solicitor General Robert Bork, arguing on behalf of First of Omaha,
offered a different line of reasoning. All aspects of the credit transaction,
its extension and repayment, happened by mail in Omaha, meaning the
card program was legally “located” there. “Nebraska is not exporting in-
terest rates,” Bork explained to the court. “It is more accurate to say that
Minnesota is exporting its law to a Nebraska bank.” Thus Bork, retained
by First of Omaha solely to deliver the oral argument, ingeniously re-
versed the rhetoric of exporting and extraterritoriality mobilized byMar-
quette’s attorneys and swayed the Supreme Court in the process.18

In delivering the opinion of the unanimous court, Justice William
Brennan stated, “If the location of the bankwere to depend on the where-
abouts of each credit card transaction, the meaning of the term ‘located’
would be so stretched as to throw into confusion the complex system of
modern interstate banking.” Yet for Fred Fisher and millions of other
bank card users, the meaning of a bank’s location was already in confu-
sion. While the court fixed the “location” of a bank at the physical place
stipulated by its charter, credit cards spread transactions further afield,
erasing the boundary lines between states even as banks relied on these
lines to predicate their pricing. In this way, the highest federal court
tacitly sanctioned a geographic divergence. Local relationships—
whether between a bank and its customers or between a state and its

17 State of Iowa ex rel. Richard Turner v. First of Omaha Service Corp., 269 N.W.2d 409
(1978); Harry Blackmun to William Brennan, 28 Nov. 1978, box I:479, William J. Brennan
Jr. Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (hereafter LC).

18 Justice Blackmun, dissent draft memorandum, 10 May 1978, box 284, Harry
A. Blackmun Papers, Manuscript Division, LC (emphasis original); Robert Bork, oral argu-
ment, Supreme Court Oral Argument Recordings, National Archives, College Park. Md.;
Robert Bork toWilliamMorrow, 12 Sept. 1978, box I:27, Robert Bork Papers, Manuscript Divi-
sion, LC.
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citizens—might no longer have any fixed relationship to consumer credit.
Nebraska usury laws could be brought to bear on Minnesotans.19

National Credit Cards, Local Usury Limits, and the Problem of
Interest Rate Risk

Marquette, a regional dispute with regional consequences, was
hardly noticed at the time and likely would have remained so without
Citibank. As the Fisher and later Marquette cases moved through mid-
western courts, however, Citi executives back east began to look to the
credit card market as a way to grow the bank’s consumer lending busi-
ness beyond New York. Although the bank had tried other methods of
geographic expansion, every attempt to move into new businesses and
territories domestically brought conflict with the bank’s federal regula-
tors, especially the Federal Reserve, which was not yet ready to counte-
nance nationwide banking in the United States. Credit cards, though,
offered an innovative way to redraw the bank’s regulatory geography.
As Reed told the publication American Banker, “My own personal
belief is that almost everything we have traditionally distributed
through the branch system can be delivered on the card.” And cards
could go anywhere, enabling Citi to traverse federal and state branching
boundaries and build a truly nationwide card-user network.20

Visa would open up the regulatory borders for Citibank’s interstate
expansion. In late 1976, National BankAmericard Inc. (NBI), the
member-owned payment systems company that licensed the BankAmer-
icard brand, announced its intention to drop the BankAmericard name
in favor of consolidating the company’s domestic and international
card operations under a new name: Visa. This move was designed to dis-
tance NBI from Bank of America, the original issuer of the BankAmeri-
card, providing a unified brand for the thousands of credit cards issued
as part of NBI’s payments network. The company chose “Visa” because,
according to NBI’s president Dee Hock, the “adoption of the single name

19Marquette, 439 U.S., at 312. Brennan invited Marquette to look to Congress for clarifica-
tion, since “the protection of state usury laws is an issue of legislative policy . . . better ad-
dressed to the wisdom of Congress.” Congressional policy regarding state usury rates are
beyond the scope of this article, except to say that while Congress preempted state usury
laws on mortgages as part of the Depository Institution Deregulation and Monetary Control
Act (1980), the act also allowed states to override this preemption and retain local control
over interest rates (Pub. L. No. 96–221, §5).

20 Carol Loomis, “Citicorp’s Rocky Affair with the Consumer,” Fortune, 24 Mar. 1980;
Cleveland and Huertas, Citibank, 276, 294–95; Zweig, Wriston, 534; Reed, quoted in Roger
Smith, “Citibank Blitz: Credit Cards Dealt in Game for Big Money,” Los Angeles Times, 3
Sept. 1978. Some evidence suggests Citibank pursued this strategy with knowledge of the
Fisher rulings. Hugh McPheeters to Paul Ross, 3 Aug. 1977, folder SB 317, Gov. Patrick Teas-
dale Papers, Missouri State Archives, Jefferson City, Mo.
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‘Visa,’ surmounts language and cultural barriers and is the final step in
assuring instant recognition and acceptance around the world.” To
inform BankAmericard holders and other consumers of the change,
NBI planned a national advertising campaign, alerting customers to
expect a new Visa card from their local bank—and presenting the
artful executives at Citi with a unique opportunity.21

Before 1976 the competing card payment systems did not allow their
member banks to issue more than one brand of credit card; a Master
Charge issuer such as Citibank, for example, could not also issue Bank-
Americards.When the payment systems removed the barrier, Citi imme-
diately joined NBI. The bank, though, did not intend to confine its
issuance to its New York market; instead, Citi began mailing preap-
proved Visa applications to former BankAmericard holders across the
country. Capitalizing on the confusion caused by NBI’s rebranding
effort, Citi aggressively pushed into geographic markets previously con-
trolled by other NBI banks. Many consumers, assuming that Citi’s offer
was part of the Visa name change, promptly mailed the bank their accep-
tances—four million of them. Other NBI issuers responded with outrage.
Missouri bankers, for instance, were irate that Citi had dared encroach
on “their market.” “The only thing bad about the credit-card business,”
fumed St. Louis banker William Travis, “is that some banks are getting
too greedy.”22

Although local card-issuing banks saw cardholders as their cus-
tomers, cardholders did not necessarily see themselves that way. The
credit cards issued through BankAmericard and Master Charge carried
these logos prominently, reorienting consumers’ focus away from the
issuing bank and toward the national payment system—the name on
the card that gave the card its purchasing power. While these card
systems initially relied on local banking relationships to build their
merchant and customer bases, they also eroded these boundaries as
BankAmericard andMaster Charge became national, even international,
institutions, synonymous with mobility and surmountable distance—
exactly what the name Visa was meant to capture. BankAmericard
customers, Citibankers believed, were unaware of the local bank connec-
tions that linked them to the payment networks. “The consumer,”
Citibank executive David Phillips explained to a congressional hearing

21 Brad Knickerbocker, “Credit Card Decides on a New Name,” Christian Science Monitor,
25 Jan. 1977; Dee Hock, One from Many: VISA and the Rise of Chaordic Organization
(San Francisco, 2005), 213–31; Joseph Nocera, A Piece of the Action: How the Middle Class
Joined the Money Class (New York, 1994), 144–45.

22 Smith, “Citibank Blitz”; Bennett, “Citibank’s Credit Card Blitz”; Zweig, Wriston, 553.
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in September 1977, “has been telling us through his behavior that he does
not view the card as a ‘local’ geographically constrained product.”23

Citibank’s competitors responded with solicitations of their own,
and initially this escalation of bank card marketing seemed to proceed
profitably. While state usury laws limited the amount of interest most
banks could charge, the total income from credit purchases, which also
included fees paid by merchants accepting the banks’ cards, exceeded
most banks’ expenses and costs of capital. A report from Visa showed
that the average total income for bank credit cards equaled 19 percent
of the total outstanding balances in June 1978 (see Figure 1). Subtracted
from this were credit card processing costs, at 7.7 percent, and fraud and
credit losses, at 1.7 percent.With a cost of funds averaging 7 percent, banks
were clearing a net income of 2.6 percent on their outstanding card bal-
ances. But those profits were being squeezed. Although fraud and credit
losses would increase over the subsequent year because of the wide and
sometimes unwise distribution of cards, the real worry for banks came
from interest rate risk linked to their rising cost of funds.24

Interest rate risk posed tremendous danger for card plans. The
breakneck inflation of the late 1970s accelerated rising interest rates as
investors demanded higher premiums for funds that inflation would
devalue in the future. This advancing tide of inflation-elevated interest
quickly trapped card-issuing banks such as Citi against the unforgiving
ceiling of state usury regulations. Citi had to pay depositors and
money market investors for the money that it, in turn, lent borrowers,
and New York’s usury limit effectively created an income ceiling with
no cost floor. In the third quarter of 1977, when Citi began its Visa cam-
paign, its internal cost of funds stood at 6.21 percent, a rate that com-
pares favorably with industry figures. A year later that number stood
at 9 percent, and the bank’s internal forecasts estimated that it would
rise to over 10 percent by the third quarter of 1979. At this rate, taking
into account the high cost of administering card accounts, the bank
was losing money on every credit card transaction it financed. For a
bank that now had 5.8 million cards outstanding, this posed an urgent
problem that could not, thanks to Justice DiPaola’s ruling, be offset by
imposing annual fees.25

23Consumer Credit Protection Act Amendments of 1977: Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, Part 1, 95th Cong. 365 (1977) (statement of David
Phillips, Senior Vice President, Card Product Division, Citibank).

24 Visa USA Inc., “Credit Controls and Bank Credit Cards: Analysis and Proposals,” 794.01
(L) Voluntary Credit Restraint, March 1980, Federal Reserve Bank of New York Archives,
New York, N.Y.

25Dan Dorfman, “Grim Citibank View of Interest Rates,” Washington Post, 25 Oct. 1978;
Citicorp, Citicorp Annual Report and Form 10-K 1979, 32, 40. ProQuest (Document ID
88205999).
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By late 1979, Citi’s attempt to institute nationwide card-based
banking was suffering from a case of profoundly bad timing—a
problem that would soon became a crisis. Newly appointed Federal
Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker was determined to purge inflation
from the economy and, in October 1979, took unprecedented steps to
do so. Volcker’s Fed announced that it would cease its traditional manip-
ulation of market interest rates, intended to provide stability, and
instead target the money supply, ceding control of interest rates to the
whim of financial markets. Immediately following the Fed’s shift in
policy, interest rates rose dramatically. One indicator, the federal
funds rate—the rate at which banks make short-term loans to each
other—jumped from what had been a historically high 11.5 percent to
an astronomical 15.5 percent; it had been 6 percent when Citi began its
national campaign.26

Figure 1. Annualized return on outstanding bank credit card balances. The figures are based
on Visa System quarterly member reports; the first six months of 1980 is Visa’s forecast.
(Source: Visa USA Inc., “Credit Controls and Bank Credit Cards: Analysis and Proposals,”
794.01 (L) Voluntary Credit Restraint, Mar. 1980, Federal Reserve Bank of New York Archives,
New York.)

26Robert Hetzel, The Monetary Policy of the Federal Reserve: A History (New York,
2008), 152–55; Federal Reserve Bank of New York, “Historical Changes of the Target
Federal Funds and Discount Rates,” last modified 19 Feb. 2010, http://www.ny.frb.org/
markets/statistics/dlyrates/fedrate.html.
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Simply put, the Fed’s action crushed the bank credit card industry, es-
pecially asconsumers continued todemandcredit asahedgeagainst future
inflation. AsCiti CEOWalterWristonwrote in aWashingtonPost op-ed in
March 1980, “[Consumers] perceive that if they borrow at . . . 12 percent
when inflation is 18 percent, they’re beating the system.” For the banks
this was disastrous: “If you are lending money at 12 percent and paying
20 percent,” Wriston later lamented, “you don’t have to be Einstein to
realize you’re out of business.” Not wanting to sacrifice market share,
many banks endured the losses, while others considered exiting the
market altogether. “There is . . . a good deal of concern regarding losses
on consumer credit cards,” the New York Fed’s Thomas Timlen observed
on a March conference call, adding “but that’s news to no one.”27

For Citibank, the problem was particularly acute, given its massive
credit card portfolio and New York’s strict interest rate limits, which
Citi could not convince legislators to raise. Though bankers and their Re-
publican allies were eager to associate usury ceilings with outmoded tra-
ditionalism, Democrats in the state assembly fought to keep caps in place
or, at most, to raise them only temporarily. Through early 1980, legisla-
tion went nowhere. Thus, while Citibank had invested hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars creating a card-based national bank, it now faced the
prospect of losing hundreds of millions more on the spread between
its cost of money and the price at which it could lend. And though Citi-
bank’s national credit card gamble threatened to capsize the company,
Citi could not, like other banks, abandon ship. Citibank’s success, both
domestically and abroad, had as much to do with the bank’s reputational
capital as its financial capital, and scuttling its credit card business would
have humiliated the bank and likely crippled Citi’s ability to undertake
such expansionary projects in the future. With lending losses escalating,
Citibank needed a dramatic solution to its interest rate problem—and it
found the answer in Marquette.28

Strategic Manipulation of Regulatory Space: Citibank Comes to
South Dakota

Marquette turned on the meaning of the word “located.” That word
meant one thing to First of Omaha andMarquette, which were located in

27Walter Wriston, “Outsmarting Inflation,” Washington Post, 13 Mar. 1980; Walter
Wriston, interview, “Secret History of the Credit Card,” Frontline, PBS, 24 Apr. 2004,
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/credit/interviews/wriston.html; Federal
Reserve Board, “Meeting of Federal Open Market Committee,” transcript, 7 Mar. 1980,
http://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/FOMC19800307confcall.pdf.

28 Zweig, Wriston, 676–78; Neill S. Rosenfeld, “Banking Bills Unresolved in Albany,”
Newsday, 10 June 1980; “Budget Report on Bills,” memorandum, Bill Jacket, L. 198, ch.
883 (1980), New York State Archives, Albany, N.Y.
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fixed places, and another to Citibank executives, whose global experience
taught them that the “location” of a bank’s operations depended on the
legal fictions of a bank charter, not the physical infrastructure of a
bank building. With Marquette, Citi executives saw an opportunity to
save their credit card business (and perhaps the bank itself) by relocating
its consumer credit operation to a high-usury state. From there, Citi
could project higher interest rates back into New York and to its credit
card customers across the country. The bank would thereby substitute
a spatial solution for a political one, escaping the challenges of local reg-
ulation by simply moving to a more favorable location.29

Such a move was legally possible under conditions set out in the
Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, but only if another state explicitly
invited the bank in. In early 1980, Citibank’s lawyers began narrowing
a list, first to states with usury ceilings at 22 percent or higher, then to
states with legislatures still in session, and finally to states other than
California (it was inconceivable that Bank of America’s home state
would welcome Citi in). The final list was short: Citibank executives
could choose between Missouri and South Dakota. With a large labor
pool and an established communications infrastructure, Missouri
seemed the obvious choice, and the two thousand jobs Citi promised
guaranteed the bank a thoughtful hearing from state legislators. Missou-
ri’s banking community was not as welcoming; St. Louis bankers were
still irate at Citi’s earlier unsolicited incursions into “their market” and
blocked the move—exactly what the framers of the act had expected
would happen.30

That left South Dakota, a state not generally known as a center of
banking and finance. In fact, when Citi executives began deluging the
governor’s office with calls, the state was the center of a financial mess.
South Dakota had long suffered from the decline of family farming in
the face of globalized agribusiness. For seven years running, its nonagri-
cultural workers were the lowest paid in the nation, contributing to a dis-
tressing out-migration of young South Dakotans looking for better
opportunities elsewhere. The tight money policies of the Fed further
wrought financial havoc for South Dakota’s local banks. With their cost
of money rising as Federal Reserve Chair Paul Volcker wrung inflation
out of the economy, South Dakota bankers were bumping up against
the state’s already high usury limit in their efforts to make local loans,
squeezing out small borrowers and virtually halting local economic

29 For an alternate account, see Robert Wright, “Wall Street on the Prairie: Citibank, South
Dakota and the Origins of Financial Deregulation,” Financial History 106 (Spring 2012): 24–26.

30 Zweig, Wriston, 553, 678–81.
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activity. Looking back on the period, South Dakota Governor Bill
Janklow recalled, “The economy was, at that time, dead.”31

Before Citibank arrived, South Dakota bankers were working on
their own solution to the problems imposed by interest rate limits. If
the state lifted the regulatory constraints on lending, these men believed,
they could resurrect the local economy. At their annual policy meeting in
November 1979, the South Dakota Bankers Association (SDBA) consid-
ered recommending that the legislature raise the state’s usury limit 2
percent to keep pace with the rising cost of money emanating from the
Federal Reserve. To the surprise of those attending, Thomas Reardon
of the Western Bank of Sioux Falls proposed a more dramatic solution:
that the state instead exempt all regulated lenders from the state’s
usury limit, a proposal that would allow South Dakota banks to charge
any interest the market would bear. Following a “short and compelling
argument” from Reardon—and a quick second from his brother-in-
law, the CEO of Pierre National Bank—the motion carried. Although
some bankers were stunned, the SDBA was nevertheless able to rally
support from the governor and the legislature, and South Dakota’s
anti-usury bill passed by a wide margin in January 1980.32

This action, which occurred without Citibank’s knowledge, clearly
demonstrated the local power of South Dakota’s banking community. Con-
sequently, when Citibank approached Governor Janklow in February 1980
about its possible relocation to South Dakota, the first place to which
Janklow turnedwas theSDBA.Naturally, thesemenweredeeply concerned
about the competitive presence of a bank with Citi’s size and resources, but
theywerealso encouragedbythepossibility of jobsand thebanking services
Citi could provide them. Though Citibank initially promised only a few
hundred local positions—holding out hope that New York would raise its
rate caps to stave off the bank’s threatened move—the potential economic
impact of Citi’s entire credit card division was estimated at between $63
million and $68 million. Furthermore, Janklow was convinced, economic
growth need not come from Citibank alone; withMarquette and a new ap-
preciation for federal banking law provided by Citi’s executives, the gover-
nor saw the potential to bring an entirely new industry into his state.33

31 “Still Last in Salary Scale,” Pierre Daily Capital Journal, 24 Jan. 1980;William Janklow,
interview, “Secret History of the Credit Card,” Frontline, PBS, 24 Apr. 2004, http://www.pbs.
org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/credit/interviews/janklow.html.

32Douglas Hayek, “South Dakota Takes Center Stage: Remembering the Father of the ‘Cit-
ibank Bill,’” North Western Financial Review 189 (Sept. 2004): 13–14, 16; Thomas Reardon,
“T. M. Reardon’s First-Hand Account of Citibank’s Move to South Dakota,”North Western Fi-
nancial Review 189 (Sept. 2004): 15.

33 South Dakota Bankers Association, “Executive Council Minutes,” 3 Mar. 1980, South
Dakota Bankers Association, Pierre, S.Dak.; Jon Walker, “Citibank Could Bring 300–2,000
Jobs to S.D.,” Sioux Falls Argus Leader (hereafter SFAL), 5 Mar. 1980.
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Still, to approve the deal South Dakota’s bankers wanted protection,
and Janklow and the legislature gave it to them. First, credit card banks
like Citi hoping to relocate to South Dakota would need to secure the ap-
proval of the state’s banking commission (a board controlled by local
bank executives) rather than from the director of banking and finance
(a political appointee). Next, the so-called Citibank Bill limited out-of-
state banks to one location; further, it read, “such single banking office
shall be operated in a manner and at a location which is not likely to
attract customers from the general public in the state to the substantial
detriment of existing banks in the state.” In practice, this meant that
Citi’s “bank” was a nondescript office building in an industrial park by
the airport, not a cheerful storefront downtown that took deposits and
gave away toasters. In this way, South Dakota seemed to succeed
where Minnesota had failed, protecting its local banks from out-of-
state competition and bringing in new industry to boot. Meeting with
wide approval, the Citibank Bill cleared both houses of the state’s legis-
lature on March 12, 1980, by a combined vote of 97–3.34

South Dakota and Citibank thus laid the groundwork for a new era in
American consumer finance. With no applicable usury ceiling, Citi could
set its credit card rates at will and project the laws of one small state onto
every Citi-card transaction across the country, circumventing local regu-
lations by locating transactions in South Dakota. Further, because Citi-
bank’s South Dakota subsidiary could not compete for local deposits,
“the bank’s principal source of funds”would, Citi reported in its national
bank application, “be obtained through money market instruments.”
This meant that Citi would now intermediate directly between large-
scale capital markets and consumer borrowers, transferring risk and vol-
atility from one to the other. This was the essence of financialization.35

Through its use of Marquette, the bank was bringing its mastery of
regulatory arbitrage to bear on the domestic market, stretching the
seams of federalism as it had the sovereignties of nation-states. With lo-
cations across the globe, the bank was adept at finessing differences in
tax structure and regulatory requirements across geographies and had
done so to great profitability throughout the 1970s. As the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission would later find, Citibank subsidiaries in
London and Frankfurt regularly booked transactions through subsidiar-
ies in Nassau and the Channel Islands, skillfully avoiding British and

34Houston Haugo toWilliam Janklow, 5Mar. 1980, andWilliam Janklow to Charles Long,
12 Mar. 1980, “Citibank 1980–1982 (1 of 2),” William Janklow Papers, Archives and Special
Collections, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, S.Dak. (hereafter, WJP); South Dakota
Bankers Association, “Executive Council Minutes”; 1980 S.D. Sess. Laws, 536; Hayek,
“South Dakota Takes Center Stage.”

35 Citicorp, “Application to Organize a National Bank,” Citibank 1979, WJP.
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German currency regulations, capital requirements, and taxes. Citi exec-
utives had, through these means, long stretched the meaning of the term
“located.”As one commentator noted, “The real significance of Citibank’s
activities . . . relates not so much to the question of illegality or wrongdo-
ing as to the ease with which deals can be booked to any part of the world
that happens to be convenient and the possibilities presented thereby for
regulatory circumvention.” And, one should add, profit.36

Federalism Becomes a Powerful Tool: Local Bank Jobs and National
Credit Policy

Citibank’s move still required regulatory approval, and with protec-
tions against local competition in place, Citi’s greatest support came
from South Dakota’s banking community. These bankers’ prestige and
profits—not to mention their political influence—were intertwined with
the economic prosperity of their state, where Citi, they hoped, would
help attract additional “desirable commerce and clean industry.” Conse-
quently, they testified at public hearings held by the Office of the Comp-
troller of the Currency and wrote letters of support to the Fed. “Though it
is not customary for a banking institution to write in support of a poten-
tial competitor,” wrote a Sioux Falls banker to the secretary of the
Federal Reserve Board of Governors, “we . . . feel the proposal has
great future potential for Sioux Falls and South Dakota and do support
it wholeheartedly.” By publically supporting Citi’s move and mediating
between the bank, the federal government, and their communities,
South Dakota bankers reaffirmed their status of local economic leader-
ship, even as they helped Citibank relocate.37

Federal regulators approved the move and with it a new regulatory
geography, still reliant on states, even as individual state decisions
could be projected nationally. Now, a New York citizen, shopping at a
New York retailer, using a credit card from a nominally New York
bank, could be subject to the lending laws not of the state of
New York, but to those of South Dakota—where they could not vote,
hold office, or stand to sue. Being able to “locate” in South Dakota, or
any other nonusury state, enabled Citibank to orchestrate a deft regula-
tory arbitrage, projecting the local decisions of South Dakota legislators
onto its cardholders across the country.

36SEC and Citicorp: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations of
the Committee on Energy and Commerce, 97th Cong. (1982); Richard Dale, The Regulation
of International Banking (Cambridge, 1984), 195–204.

37 Curtis Kuehn to Theodore Allison, “Citicorp Application for a National Bank Charter in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota,” 19 Mar. 1980, Citibank Correspondence Binder, Sioux Falls Area
Chamber of Commerce, Sioux Falls, S.Dak. (hereafter, SFCC).
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The example set by Citi’s relocation placed new pressure on states
that had tried to retain interest rate regulation in the face of mobile
credit instruments; as many more banks moved or threatened to
move, state law became an increasingly impotent tool for controlling
consumer interest rates on the local level. Within a year of Citibank’s re-
location announcement, Delaware legislators—equally eager to lure jobs
and investment to their state—passed legislation virtually identical to
that of South Dakota. Forced to react to such moves, forty-four states
had either loosened or lifted their usury laws by 1983. Even Iowa did
an about-face, and by 1984 its governor was busy luring out-of-state
banks. “Effective July 1, 1984, there will no longer be a finance charge
limit on bank credit cards,” Governor Terry Branstad wrote to the pres-
ident of Washington’s Rainier Bancorp., adding, “This assures Rainier
Bancorp. a competitive position in credit card operations regardless of
fluctuating interest rates.”38

As Branstad’s memo made explicit, the elimination of state usury
limits effectively removed the interest rate risk that had previously con-
strained card plans. Without these limits, unrestrained banks could
begin pumping increasing volumes of capital into consumer credit and
credit card debt. This undoubtedly opened credit markets and made
credit available to underserved consumers, but it also gave primacy to
bankers in a political debate where unrestrained markets and consumer
protection were at odds, at a moment when increasing credit availability
replaced rising wages as the foundation of economic citizenship and pur-
chasing power.

The decisions of other states to lift their usury ceilings blunted the
local impact ofMarquette, but SouthDakota policymakers were commit-
ted to making the state “the frontier of modern banking.” Through the
1980s the state continued to pursue local regulatory innovations that
would bring jobs to South Dakota and regulatory change to other
states. In 1983, with Citi’s support, the state passed legislation allowing
commercial banks to acquire insurance companies, so long as they sold
insurance outside South Dakota. When Citibank moved to use this
power, the Federal Reserve intervened, chastising South Dakota policy-
makers “for placing job expansion concerns above considerations for the
soundness of the national banking system.”39

38 63 Del. Laws 2 (1981); “Why Is Plastic So Costly,” Time, 4 Apr. 1983; Terry Branstad to
C. W. Strong Jr., 29 June 1984, Office of Program Research, Financial Institutions and Insur-
ance Committee, House of Representatives, Washington State Archives, Olympia, Wash.

39 Citibank’s acquisition of Travelers Group, which gained congressional approval with the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (1999), has here an important antecedent. Office of the Governor,
Bureau of Industrial and Agricultural Development, “South Dakota: The Frontier of Modern
Banking,” memorandum, Banking Laws, SFCC; “Janklow Defends Legislation that Attracts
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By the early 1990s, however, the national regulatory picture had
changed—deregulation had become mainstream—and as South
Dakota’s relationship with Citibank matured, the state’s most pressing
priority shifted from luring other banks in, to making sure Citibank,
and its jobs, capital, and prestige, did not leave. Indeed, in 1991 some
state legislators began to worry that other card-friendly states, notably
Nevada and Delaware, might offer Citibank a more favorable tax
climate than South Dakota. Though House Republican Leader Jerry
Lammers was quick to assure citizens that Citi had made no threats to
leave, “by a stroke of the pen,” he warned, “Citibank could, if it wished
to do so.” To meet this implicit threat, the legislature instituted a new
sliding tax scale, sharply discounting all bank income above $500
million. Citibank was the only South Dakota bank approaching this
revenue figure, and the tax break came in a year when a budget shortfall
forced the state to raise taxes elsewhere.40

The bank has not left. Walking in Wriston’s footsteps, CEO Charles
Prince came to Sioux Falls in April 2006 to honor Citi’s twenty-fifth
anniversary in the state. At the celebration, Prince began by recalling
the great leaders who, in Citibank’s hour of darkest need, found a
solution to the bank’s credit card problem: “A solution that was good
for South Dakota—and that’s terrific!—but frankly can be seen to
have saved Citibank. Think of that:” Prince continued, in reverent
awe, “Saved Citibank.” Prince, though, was not only interested in the
past; he was there to urge his employees to continue growing the
bank’s card business. “Cards [Divison],” Prince implored, “is the cen-
terpiece of our North American Consumer business. There’s no
getting around it.” Gaining momentum, the CEO of the world’s
largest financial services company emphasized each of his next seven
syllables, “We Need Growth from U.S. Cards—We need growth in
what we sell to people. We need growth in numbers of accounts. We
need growth.” He crescendoed, “We’re going to grow this business.
We’re going to grow Citigroup.” And Prince did: Citi’s net income
from the U.S. cards division rose an impressive 41 percent in 2006,
to $3.9 billion dollars.41

Banks to State,” SFAL, 20 Sept. 1983; “FedDims the Luster of South Dakota Inc.,” SFAL, 4 Aug.
1985; Zweig, Wriston, 810–12.

40 Jerry Lammers, quoted in TerryWoster, “Bill Puts Citibank on Sliding Tax Scale,” SFAL,
1 Feb. 1991; Terry Woster, “Governor Defends Tax-Hike Plans,” SFAL, 17 Jan. 1991.

41 Citigroup, Citibank South Dakota N.A., A State of Dreams. A World of Difference
(2006); Citigroup, Citigroup Annual Report 2006, sec. 1, 3, accessed 4 Sept. 2015, http://
www.citigroup.com/citi/fin/data/ar06c_en.pdf.
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Conclusion

Citi’s remarkable statistics represent the outer limit of a credit card
bubble, which, along with the mortgage bubble, was soon to burst. The
following year, as the global financial crisis began to unfold, the bank’s
card income fell 26 percent. In 2008, with the collapse fully underway,
the company lost a staggering $523 million on its North American
credit card accounts, underscoring the immense growth in consumer in-
debtedness that Citibank’s relocation to South Dakota had helped create.
Outstanding revolving consumer debt had doubled from 1980 to 1985,
again by 1990, again by 1995, and again by 2005, topping out in April
2008 at over $1 trillion. The removal of usury limits, and with them in-
terest rate risk tied to credit card accounts, helped make consumer debt
an outsized component of the newly financialized economy.42

The central role of consumer debt after 1981 was possible only
because banks strategically turned a regulatory system meant to stymie
their growth to their advantage. Indeed, a financial regulatory system
founded on a bank’s location proved incompatible with a new era of
mobile financial instruments, which extended state regulation—
through the national banking system—onto the citizens of other states.
“A law enacted by the Nebraska legislature will determine the interest
rates charged to respondent’s Minnesota customers,” Minnesota’s AFL-
CIO argued, as amicus curiae, in Marquette, yet “a consumer interest
group in Minnesota has no voice in the legislatures of other states.”
What was true for credit card accounts was also true for a variety of
other financial products, including mortgages and money market check-
ing accounts that also moved across state lines. Once banks, aided by
their state allies, embraced the possibilities of relocating beyond regula-
tory frontiers, the politics of economic development mingled with those
of financial regulation, threatening states that were reluctant to accede
to bank interests. Freewheeling financial products reshaped a regulatory
landscape that had limited the political power of financial institutions by
limiting their mobility, and barriers to their mobility continued to fall.43

For Citibank’s CEO Walter Wriston, the bank regulatory system’s
pluralism was not a flaw, but a feature, one the bank’s executives had
long appreciated in their international operations. Writing to Senate
Banking Committee member Charles Percy, Wriston stated his position

42The Federal Reserve defines revolving debt as short- to intermediate-term debt held by
individuals, excluding loans such as those for automobiles, education, and mobile homes and
those secured by real estate. Federal Reserve, “G. 19, Consumer Credit, Historical Data,” ac-
cessed 24 Sept. 2015, http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/g19/HIST/cc_hist_sa_levels.
html.

43 Brief of the Minnesota AFL-CIO, supra note 15, at iii.
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clearly: “If a complicated structure is a concomitant of less regulation
and more competition, then I am for it.” Wriston meant competition
between financial institutions, but his bank’s actions also led to compe-
tition between states for bank jobs and bank capital. Yet Citibank’s use of
regulatory barriers led other states to tear them down, to the detriment
of Citi’s partners in South Dakota who continued to push regulatory
innovation—first to bring more banks in and then to ensure its banks
didn’t leave.44

For Americans, this meant a diminished voice in the local political
economy of consumer credit, even as regulatory geography continued
to structure the bank card industry. In 1991, the Supreme Court extended
its ruling in Marquette to include late-payment fees and other card
account charges. By 2003 almost three-quarters of credit card loans in
the United States originated from states (including South Dakota and
Delaware) containing just 4 percent of the country’s total population.
Importantly, Citibank’s relocation did not make state interest rate regu-
lation irrelevant; rather, it made the interest rate regulation of a few
states national policy. Opponents of interest rate limits might argue
that they and other price caps impede market efficiency, and that
through the removal of interest rate and other pricing restrictions, Amer-
ican consumers benefited from greater credit availability. Financializa-
tion, though, is about more than just credit access. Whether
consumers should be able to shield themselves from high interest
rates, annual fees, and overdraft charges is also always a political ques-
tion. The extraterritoriality of bank credit cards reshaped this question
in favor of the banking industry, ultimately leading to the instability of
political and economic citizenship in America’s age of finance.45

. . .
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44Walter Wriston to Charles Percy, 23 Apr. 1976, box 33, Walter B. Wriston Papers, Tufts
University Library, Medford, Mass.

45 Smiley v. Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., 517 U.S. 735; Randall Kroszner and Philip
Strahan, “What Drives Deregulation? Economics and Politics of the Relaxation of Bank
Branching Restrictions,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 114 (Nov. 1999): 1460–62.
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